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ABSTRACT

We present the 1/MQ expansion for heavy mesons in the BS approach. Results due
to the heavy quark symmetry are obtained at the leading order. The numerical results
for spectra of heavy mesons and the decay rates of 1~ and 0+ heavy mesons including
the corrections of the order 1/MQ are obtained with the QCD-induced model and are in
agreement with experimental data when they are available.
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I. Introduction

Remarkable progress in studying systems containing a single heavy quark has recently
been achieved. When QCD is applied to such systems and the masses MQ of heavy quarks
approach to infinity (which is a reasonable approximation for such systems), a new sym-
metry, heavy quark spin-flavor symmetry (i.e. heavy quark symmetry in short), emerges
and a heavy quark effective theory (HQET) can be constructed [1,2]. Upon the combi-
nation of chiral symmetry and heavy quark symmetry, heavy hadron chiral Lagrungians
(HHCL) have been presented[3]. The general frameworks of such effictive theories are
model-independent. Systematic expansions in 1/MQ can be carried out in HQET and
HHCL. Such expansions contain a series of coupling constants and form-factors which
can not be determined from symmetry considerations alone. Nonperturbative methods
arc needed in order to calculate them. For example, QCD sum rules have been used to
calculate some of them[4}.

Heavy hadrons are the bound states of a heavy quark and light quarks. It is well-known
that the Bethe-Salpeter (BS) approach is one of the most effective and popular methods
for dealing with bound states nonperturbatively and has extensively been investigated
and used[5,6]. In this talk we shall show that systematic expansions in 1/MQ for heavy
mesons can also be carried out in the BS formalism[7-ll]. Results due to heavy quark
symmetry can be reproduced and justified and the parameters and form factors in the
1/MQ expansion can been computed by using the QCD-induced model for the BS kernel.
It will be shown that the number of independent components of the general relativisticly
covariant B-S wave function of a heavy meson with arbitrary spin and definete parity is
reduced from eight to two in the MQ —<co limit. The calcula tions at the lowest orders in
1/MQ are made simpler by the simple form of B-S wave functions at the leading order.
The general formulas for the Isgur-Wise functions for the transitions between heavy me-
son states with arbitrary spin-parity can be expressed in terms of BS wave functions. As
an example, the general expressions of the Isgur-Wise functions for the transitions from
heavy meson states with arbitrary spin-parity to the ground stale at the leading order
have been given in [8]. The numerical results for spectra of heavy mesons and the decay
rates of 1~ and 0+ heavy mesons including the corrections of the order 1/MQ are obtained
with the QCD-induced model and are in agreement with experimental data when they
are available.

In Sect.II the 1/MQ expansion of the BS equation for a heavy meson is given. Model-
independent results are given in Sect.III. Appliccations and numerical results with the
QCD-induced model are given in Sect.IV. Finally we make conclusions and discussions in
Sect.V.
II. 1/MQ expansion in the B-S equation

The B-S equation for a meson can be written as the following

XP(P) = (1)

where Ai=M*^'At , ^2=u^Mi, Mi, M2 are masses of the two quarks, P=Mj,v, M>, is the
meson mass, v is the meson velocity, p is the relative momentum. Let p/=v-p, Pt==p-P(v-



For convenience, we shall shift the pj variable by defining pj=pi- Mf^Ml M/i and omit the
"," in the following.

In the case J I / I»P ( =O(A<5CD) and Mi»M 2 =m, the residue of of Xfip) in (1) at
the pole p;«-2Mi of the heavy quark propagator in the upper half p; plane is of the order
1/M2. Working in the upper half p( plane and to the order 1/A/i, we can disregard this
pole and consider pj as a quantity of the order AQCD- Thus we assume that other pole of
(1) on the pi plane are of the order AQCD or p,. Therefore, the heavy quark propagator
can be expanded as

l + v £,(1 + 0)
2(p! + Eo + Til + ie) 2 i\h (n + Eu + m + h)2

+ 4Ml(p, + Eo + m + iey2 Ml, {')

I * + o(-)
^ 2A/, (p, + E0 + m + ie) K A/?'

where M,,-M1-m=E0+E1/M1+O(l/M]), Eo and E1/M1 are the first two terms in the
expansion of the bound state energy. We decompose G into G=G n +^G 1 + O ( ^ ) ,
Go=G++G_, where the vertex on the heavy quark line of G+ and G. commute and anti-
commute with v respectively. Substituting (2) into (1) we obtain the following equations

= Xo + AM-YI"
1

+ m

2(p/ +_Eo + m + ie.)J

d'ql - v

(3)

(4)

(5)

where Xn is the leading order wave function, xt alc the I/Mi order wave functions satis-
fying i>xt=± xt and

d'q

-JJC.{P,P, q')G-(P, q\ q)Xo(q)
pfi + pt + m diq

p^J + «Pi - 2^) ' (2TT)-<

"• '

where Wp=^/|p,|2 + m2.
The I/Mi correction term J has an interpretion in HQET. If taking

G_~g^ {'®7("A/u;, where A(11/ is the gluon propagator, then at the heavy quark vertex,
we have the correspondence

ptG.(P,p,q) + G.(Pyp,q)qt -> g,i(d,At + A A),
G_G_ — gsAtAt,

~\\p^ - (ptG-(P,P,<l) + G.(P,p,q)qt) - G.G.]

wliere A is the gluon field. Thus, we can see that the term jJ^IIftP ~ U>tG-(P,p,q) +

G~(P,p, (])qt) — G-G-] in J can be obtained with the O(l/M[) interaction term hv[ 2jrf" +
-fj^-crl,llG'"')hv in the heavy quark effective lagrangian by connecting A'1 with the light
quark propagator.
III. Model-independent results
A. Leading order

iFrom Lorentz covariance and space reflection invariance, it is easy to know that the
BS wave function of a meson has the general fonn[l2]

Vn = (~i
(fa

Xrj(p)= ^ i P t l f t { i l
+ <MPi)v] + Pi" [ (96 + !l

where //,,,...„ is the polarization tensor and it is totally symmetric, transverse and trace-
less, i.e..

i / "w~ = v 2 ' " " , p»if'~ = o, T/;;*- = o. (9)

There are eight independent components (scalar functions) in eq.(7) or (8). It is easy
from the leading order BS equation (3) to see that

vxo(p) = ,Yo(p). (10)

By inspecting the right hand of eq.(3), one can see that the necessary and sufficient
condition that cq.(3) iias a solution consistent with eq.(10) is

Therefore,
r« = / or 7,.. (ii)

That is, only a scalar or vector type kernal is allowed due to the constraint (10) which
comes from the heavy quark symmetry.
FFrom eqs.(7)and (10) one has

= (1 + «)'/a1-oJ7
5P?2- • -PV

x{p"'[0!j(Pi,Pi) - Pi<hj(Pt,Pi (I2)



where ij)^, faj, <j>\j and fa are the linear combinations of /j(i = 1,... ,8) in eq.(7) which
are the Lorentz scalar functions dependent of pt and pi- Similarly, from eqs.(8) and (10),
one obtains the general form of the BS wave function of the heavy meson with spin j and
parity (-1)'

(13)

where 'P\j,<f2j>€\j and £y are the linear combinations of gt (i=l,...,8) in eq.(8). We see
from eqs.(12) and (13) that the number of the independent components of the BS wave
function for the heavy meson with arbitrary spin and definite parity is four, a half of the
number in the general case. This is the consequence of eq.(10) which results in the quark
mass —» co limit.
iProm eq.(ll) one can write

G+ = /®/K, + /®i>K2 (14)

It has been shown in [8] that by using eq.(14) the leading order equation (3) has two
series of solutions corresponding to degenerate doublet states of the following form

xoj(-.>«+'.,(p) =

and
(15)

1 + ii

(16)
They correspond to spin doublets of the spin-parity [/'~'''+', (j + 1)(~'))+'] and [j("""J,
(j' + l)'"1 ' '] respectively. These results are obtained under the condition that G+ contains
only the Dirac matrices I and ^ on the heavy quark line. This condition is equivalent
to the condition that in the limit M\ —* oo the interaction does not dependent on the
spin of the heavy quark. This spectrum pattern is in agreement with that obtained
from the general considerations with the spin-flavor symmetry of the heavy quarks. In
other words, we prove dynamically (by BS equation) that there exist sp in doublets for
heavy mesons with arbitrary spin and definite parity in the limit A/i —» oo, which is
expected from the heavy quark symmetry. One will note that the two states of (15) and
the corresponding states of (16) have the same spin-parity after making the substitution
j—*j — l or j-*j+l in the latter, but they have different eigenstate equations and energies.
In order to distinguish these states, we use the third subscript (1 or 2).
<t>kj in eqs. (15) and xpkj (k=l,2) in eqs. (16) satisfy the following eigenvalue equations

respectively [8]-.

and

where

and /14 are defined by

0U = {(p,
•hi = Allt

2, = (Pi -

ie)[(p, - mf - W2 + it],

(17)

(18)

(19)

• • ? { " + •••. ( 2 0 )

Because the heavy (mark in a heavy meson acts as a source of gluon field moving with
the constant velosity it is appropriate to assume the covariant instantaneous approxima-
tion. The covariant instantaneous approximation(CIA) consists in replacing the kernels
appearing in the integrals by their mean values with respect to the longitudinal compo-
nents of the relative coordinates, concentrated at the origin of these variables[13]. In the
momentum representation, this approximation amounts to the replacement

K(P - p', P) - V;'(p( - pj, P) = Vi\pi=p., (21)

i.e., the approximated kernels are independent of the change of the longitudinal compo-
nent of the relative momentum. CIA is a covariant generalization of the old instantaneous
approximation which reduces to the latter in the CM. frame. The kernel G+ in (14) is
independent of pj and qj under CIA. Defining / ( p ) = / / ( p ) ^ for arbitrary function /(p),
we find from (3) the following 3-dim equation

Xo(Pt) = •
. <Pqt Wii —pt — i

'^"WFfl 2W
/.Prom the equation (22) we know that the solution XoiPi) satisfies the condition

—Wii + pt
XoiPt)-

m .
2W

(22)

(23)

iProm (15), (16) and (23) we obtain the relations

Therefore, only one independent component remains in the leading order wave function
in CIA. Equations satisfied by fa and fa can be obtained from eqs.(17), (18) and (24):

- (Wp -
(25)



where J44[/] is defined by

41/) = A l ± (26)

Note that the 4-diin wave function ,\'o can be expressed in term of the 3-dim wave function
as follows

Xo{p) =
Eo + m + pi + iC pi + W - ie

+

(27)

B.l/A/i corrections
We now turn to I/Mi collections. Since the convolution integral JG+x('j)(i|^i tevesin-
variant the form of the r.h.s. of (15), (16) when x " ^ 0 I l e of such forms, we can write
xt(p) and J[\»]in the following form

and

where

= BjP + Cjr

(28)

(29)

• (P) = ^
(30)

(31)

There are similar forms for j ( ~ l ) ) states. Then, substituting (28) and (29) into (4), we
get the following equations in which ^,.,,1+1 {p), CJ<-H'+1(P) a e n o t mixed

1 + 0

(32)

(33)

and similar equations for ^ (_i)/(p), C <-•)' (/»)•
Therefore, one only needs to solve two coupled equations (see eq.(32)) in older to get f\j
and /y and to solve another two coupled equations (see eq.(33)) for getting h\j and fiy.
It is more easy to get the 1/Mt correction of the binding energy, E\. The condition for
exsistence of a solution of the inhomogeneous equation (4) is

trfXo(p)J[xo, Ei}(pt + E0 + 7n)Srl$p = 0.
Using the condition, it is straightforward to derive that

A/i
(34)

where

We see from eq.(34) that E\ can be obtained from the leading order wave function Xu-

In CIA for G+ the 4-dim equation (4) can be reduced to the 3-dim equation

xttol 2{E0
Wv

+ 1/1 -

2\V •AH
By using projection operators

A+(pt) + A.(p() = 1, A_(p()A+(p<) = 0,

we can divide x\{l') an^ J\Xo] into two components

which satisfy the following equations by using equation (36)

*-{p.) =

Same as (28) and (29), We define

= I*

(36)

137)

(38)

(39)

(40)



where

and so on. Combining (40), (41)
with (28), (29), and (30), we have

(41)

75 =
W ± m -

2W ' l j
IV:

21VJ';
. 1 -

i + -1J 21V J 2tK •" JJ 2W J 21V
( and similarly relations holds for j ' " ' ' J states), which obviously satisfy

A* V T m)h%.

(42)

(43)

That is, only two independent components remain and one only needs to solve two un-
coupled equations in order to get xt provided that the CIA is assumed for G+.
As for Ei, eq.(34) reduced to [11]

Ex
Mi

IV. Nonperturbative calculations in the QCD-induced model

(44)

Up to now, all the above analyses are model-independent. Prom now on, we will
confine our discussions in a special model. We assume that the kernel is the sum of a
static scalar confinement potential and a term exchanging gluon in the Coulomb gauge
in the rest frame of the meson. In order to obtain wave functions of moving mesons we
generalize the kernel to the following covariant form G=G++G_ (acturally G+ here is
just of the form obtained by assuming the CIA discussed above), where

-iG+=
Iftftl+ /
87TK d3k

- (27r) 3 6 3 (p t - 7 l )

(45)

lft-7.12
(46)

H is taken to approach zero after solving the equation numerically . The running coupling
constant ase/f is taken as

when

otherwise.

< 1,
( 4 7 )

ase/f(Pt,fh) = 1
1. The slope of the Isgur-Wise function at zero recoil
Using G+ in eq.(46) and solving the leading order eq.(25), we obtain [7] that the slope of
the Isgur-Wise function for the ground state doublet at zero recoil

p2 = 0.97. (48)

2. The Isgur-Wise functions
The Isgur-Wise functions for transitions between two heavy meson states with spin-parity
f and f in the presence of an external heavy quark current can be expressed through
the B-S wave functions in eqs.(15) and (16). Here we only give two examples to show how
to express I-W functions in a concrete process. In the transition ji~i'J+ —•()" (where the
subindex denotes ji = j + 1/2),

-v7(v + „')„

+ v . v ,

(49)

(50)

and in the transition j'~i)J—>0~
J~2

where

(51)

(52)

(53)

- P?(2m - p

+(2p,
= j^JTH / + (2m -p,)<Mp2,p,M,0(p'?,P't)

- 2m) + P
2

(54)

10



and cosB is defined by pt-x/ = -pt\/v-va - icosB. The transitions ^+V'
are very similar to above and we have

( | H '>0~ and j ( . _ |

and

where

(57)

(58)

(59)

-IP? + (ft - 2m)(p, ,K)*2.o(p'?.P;) -P?(2m -

(60)
we have numerically calculated the Isgur-VVise functions for transitions from the lowest
excited states(jf = 3/2+ doublets and j \ = 1/2: doublets) to the ground states at vtl — v'lt
. The transition amplitudes can be written as[14]

P(vT)\J*\A{v) >= i
v) >= -2Mrl/2(v-v%,

/ (61)

The espressions for ri/2 and r3/2 can be found from the general formulas (57) and (51).
Numerical results for ri/2, r3/2 are

r, /2 = 0.21, r3/2 = 0.44,

which are consistent with the Bjorken sum rule [15]

2

(62)

(63)
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Our results may be compared with the following estimates obtained in [16] with QCD
sum rules

r1/2 = 0.35±0.2, r3 /2(l)«r1 /2(l), p2 = 0.7±0.1 .

3. Heavy meson spectra to the 1/Mq order
The leading order eiginvalue equation (25) is numerically solved for j=0,l,2. Have ob-
tained Xo, we use the eq.(44) to calculate Ej. Now f in eq.(44) has the form

- ?<), ® 7 ,

- 1 ® ti] x (64)

Eg + m -
TD

(P/ <li)
Eg + m - Wp

(pt Wp - Eo + m + ie}'

One notices that only the a'"' term in (65) has a contribution to the energy splitting of
degenerate spin doublets. Since the integral in eq.(44) is convergent slowly, we introduce
a cut-off A of the order of Mi. Ei is not sensitive to the value of A. In (04) we have
neglected the G_G_ term proportional to a2

s since we already neglected terms in Gt of
the same order. We fit the experimental data with the following values of the parameters.

Mb = 5.024Gey,
in, = 0.465Geu,

Mc = 1.58Gei;,
AQCB = 0.38Geu,

m,, = 0.35Geu,
K = 0.2Geu2. (05)

With these parameters, the masses of ground and low excited states in B, Bs, D, D,
series are calculated [10] and results are shown in the table 1.

Table 1. Numerical results for low-lying states of D, D,, B and Bs systems obtained
with the values of parameters (66). Numbers in the parenthesis are experimental data.

D(Mev)

B(Mev)

D3(Mev)

B,(Mev)

°r«
(186-1.5±0.5)

1864
(5278.7±2.1)

5279
(I068.8±0.7)

1969
(53C8.6±7.1)

5372

^1/2
(2010.1±0.6)

2010
(5324.6±2.1)

5325
(2110±2.0)

2109
6{BZ-B.)=47.

5417

2254

5682

2369

5795

2391

5725

2507

5839

I3/2
(2424±6)

2415

5738

2534

5859

^3/2
(2459.4±2.2)

2461

5754

2584

5875

I3/2

2688

6022

2823

6147

^3/2

2742

6039

2879

6165

The values of parameters in (66) used by us are quite close to that used for heavy
quarkonium systems in the literature. We see from the table that the results of our
calculations agree well with experimental data. In particular, the mass splittings of the
doublets D*-D, B*-B and D*-DJt B*-B3 are very close to each other, a fact which is difficult
to explain with the heavy hadron chiral lagrangian approach[17] and the non-relativistic
quark model. This is similar to the results obtained by Liuand Zhao[18] and can be un-
derstood as the following. Since the typical monentum of the light quark in these systems
is ~500 Mev, the relativistic effect makes the difference in masses of light quarks unim-
portant, the splitting is not simply proportional to 1/m. We find that the contribution

12



of the pole in the kernel G_ to Ei is as large as
effect is important in the heavy meson system.

100 Mev. This implies the retardation

4. Decay widthes of 1" -+ 0" + n, 1~ -+ 0 ' + 7, 0+ -* 0" + tr
Using the parameters above we can solve the equations(39) numerically. As mentioned
above, eq.(4) distinguishes from (3) only by the inhomogeneous term J[xo]i s o the solution
of eq.(39) will have an indeterminate term which is proportional to xo- Since we have
the condition for exsistence of a solution of the inhomogeneous equation (4) whicli can be
written as

t ' p 7 ^ = 0, (66)

we can discard the term by using the orthogonal condition

= 0. (67)

This does not. affect the ratio of coefficients of \ 0
 a"d xi- The overall coefficient of x«+

Xi can be determined by the normalization condition

< D(v)\Q-y"Q\D(v) >= 2v". (68)

After obtained the BS wave functions Xo and xt iLS weH a s Xi"> w c l:al1 1ISC them to
calculate decay widthes for various processes.
Let V be the 1~ heavy meson in the lowest doublet state. We assume that the electro-
magnetic current vertex of the light quark has the form

•£<v*"}, (69)

where e,( and ;i,; are the charge and anomalous magnetic moment of the light quark re-
spectively. The V—>P + 7 amplitude can be written as

where r;'' is the polarization vector of V, if and c'p are the momentum and the polar-
ization vector of 7 respectively. The last term in (70) is the contribution of the heavy
quark, which is directly from the electro-magnetic current vertex of the heavy quark. The
partial width of this decay channel is

(71)

ft and S can be written in the form

H = To + r! /A/,, S = s0 + s, /Mi, (72)

where ri and S\ are contributions from corrections to wave function at the order 1/M|.
We find the following expressions for rf and Sj(i=0,l) in terms of the B-S wave functions

13

n -

81 =

{73)

pl)[Mfl + h) + lp

where ft and /ij(i=3,4) are the wave functions of states j { ~ l ) 1 corresponding to /j and
/ii(i=l,2) in (30) and the approximation q=0 has been taken in R and S. Eq.(73) also can
be expressed in term of 3-dim wave functions by using equations (4) and (45), we will not
write down these formulas here since they are very tedious.

Using PCAC, we assume that the pion vertex of the light quark has the form

(74)

where q is the pion momentum, gq is the renormalization factor for quark nxial cunent.
The amplitude of the V—*P + it process has the form

P+-n) = f-0-<UI, (75)

at the ''ivvest order of q, where / is an iso-spin factor, / = 1 for V+—>P° + TT+, and
/ = l / \ "2 for V+->P+ + 7T°, V°->Pa + IT0. The partial width of V-*P + n is given by

I7V2- (76>
where g can be written in th form g = g0 + gi/Mi. We find the following expression for
go and g\ in terms of the B-S wave functions in q—»0 limit

So = gqxiij (2̂ 1
(77)

14



which can also be expressed in term of 3-dim wave functions.

The process D'-+D + 7 and D'—*D + n have been observed experimentally. We use
the formulas obtained above for R, S and g to these processes. For fixed /*, the parameter
g is determined by the experimental data for the branching ratio of D'°—*D° + it° and
D'°—*D° + 7. \iq is assumed to be small in the non- relativistic constituent quark model.
This is supported by calculations based on the chiral lagrangian [3]. The numerical results
for branching ratios, g2 and g2 corresponding to (77) together with the experimental data
[3] are shown in the table 2

Table 2. the branching ratio for process D'-
and D'—D+-y for m=0.35Gcv

>D+Tt

BR(£>'+-£>° + 7T+)
BR(£>'+—D+ + TTU)
BR(D'+-> D+ + -y)
BR(£>'U—Du + TTU)
BR(D-U->DU + 7)

calculation
(1.16
0.11
67.7
31.8
0.49
63.6
36.4

experiment(CLEO)

68.1±1.±1.3
30.8±0.4±0.8

1.1±1.4±1.G
63.6±2.3±3.3
36.4±2.3±3.3

The corresponding value of the total width of D'+ is

= 28Kev,

which is smaller than the experimental upper limit F(D'+ -

(78)

lOSKev.

The upper limit 105Kev of V(D'+ —» D + 7r+) corresponds roughly to g2 = 0.4, which
implies gq^0.6 in our calculation. If we assume this value of g2, jtq will be determined by
the branching ratio of D'°—»D°+x and D'°—•D0+7 to be /i,«0.4. A precise measurement
of the branching ratio of D'+—*D++-y will be helpful for determining /iq. Same as [3],
the contribution of the magnet ic moment of the heavy quark is very important for the
branch ratio of D'—*D°+y .

g'q obtained from the experimental value of g& of the nuclon iind the simple model
of static light quark is 0.752 which is larger than the value obtained by us in table 2.
In the reference [3] the static quark model is used to determine the value of g2 in the
chiral lagrangian for heavy mesons which is used to calculate decay rates of D'—*D+/r
and £>*-»£>+7.

On the other hand, the value of gq obtained with the method of chiral lagrangian in
[19] is g2, > (0.8)2. Therefore there is a discrepancy between this approach and the static
constituent quark model. From our results obtained above we can see that the discrepancy
becomes sharper as we use the relativistic quark model instead of the non-relativistic one.
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The amplitude and width of the decay S—*P + IT are

f1' (TO)

\QnQf Q 2

where g'=g'Q + g\lM\ and

90 ~ 9<lXi I try Y|(^"t"Pf)[0lV*l +P?^2V*2]t

, . r d*p n 2
 ( 8 1 )

where </" is momentum of TT. In (81), we neglected terms of O(</,3). We find

ga = 0.72. (82)

Using (80) and (82) we obtain

»P + TT) = 79McV. (83)

5. Decays of excited states
Numerical results for the widths of various decay modes[20] are listed in the table 3
together with available experimental data [21]. The masses of B\, J5j, B,\ and B's2 used
for determining the momentum qt are taken from the theoretical results (see Table 1).
The results for the decay widths of these particles are sensitive to their mass values. We
give in the table 3 the corrections to the widths corresponding to ±10Met> corrections to
the masses of these particles.

The widths for the processes emitting a p instead of n were calculated in [22]. The
processes with a large branching ratio in their results are D\ —> Dp, D'p which have the
width 6 Mev and D\ —» Dp, D'p which have 3 Mev. These facts should be kept in the
mind when one compares our results with experimental values of the total width of D\
and D\.

The value for gq was obtained in subsection 4 under the assumption that the anoma-
lous magnetic moment / i , of the light quark is negligible. This assumption is usually made
in the constitute quark model and is supported by the result from the approach of chiral
Lagrangian[19]. For non-vanishing ftq the value of gq will be larger. A more accurate mea-
surement of the total width of D' or the branching ratio for the process D'+ —» D++~/ will
be given more information on gq. The theoretical values in the table 3 can be considered
as p^/O.ie times the decay width. We have neglected SU(3) breaking for gq in the calcu-
lations. In non-relativistic quark model, the experimental data for ff^/flv for @ decay of
neutron and A decay imply that the SU(3) breaking correction for gq in AS = 1 transition
is small and negative( ~ -5%) . Assuming that this qualitative behavior does not change
in the relativistic model, this approximation together with replacing /* by JK may be an
improvement to the SU(3) symmetry aj., roximation for the emission of Goldstone mesons.
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Table 3. The decay
Decay Process
T{DX~*D' + JT)

r(Dl->D{0+) + IT)
r(Dl->all)

r(D2^D + n)
T(D2-+D' + IT)

D2^Dn/D'ir
r(£>2->aH)

T(Ds2-*D + K)
r(Ds2->D' + K)

T(Ds2->all)
Y(Ds\-*D' + K)

T(DsX^all)
r(£2->B + 7r)

T(B2-+B' + it)
T(B1—B' + TT)

r(Bs2->B + K)
V(Bs2^B' + K)
r(J3sl-vB' + K)

widths of low-ly-ng states of E
calculation

8.0
0.5

15.
6.8
2.2

7.5
0.67

0.16

6.038
c e+U.fj
°'°-0.6
'•y-0.9

1.25
n A4-0.'2U-4-0.2
U.J_02

CLEO[21)

203

2.1 ± 0.6 ± 0.6
-8-13

<2.3

and B systems(Mev)
PDG[21]

2.4 ± 0.7

<4.6

E687[21J

1O-8-5

<3.2

V. Conclusions

In summary, we have presented in this paper the 1/A/Q expansion in the B-S formal-
ism. At the leading order, results due to heavy quark symmetry are obtained and it has
been shown that the kernel of the BS equation have to be scalar or/and vector type a nd
the number of the independent components of the BS wave function of a heavy meson
with arbitrary spin j > 1 (j=0) and definite parity is reduced by a factor of four (two).
Furthermore, it can be shown that there exist parity doublets corresponding to spin dou-
blets with the same spin amd different parity in the heavy quark mass —» oo and the light
quark mass -̂ >0 both limits[23]. We have shown that at the 1/M order although there are
four unknown indepedent components for the BS wave functions one only needs to solve
two sets of two coupled equations.

It. can be seen from Section II that this approach has the following features: (1) It
is covariant and can be used for moving heavy mesons. (2) It has close analogy with
HQET. In a sense, the heavy quark sector is treated exactly up to the 1/A/Q order. The
renormalization factor in the heavy quark sector neglected in the calculation can be im-
plemented without difficults if needed. (3)Internal moving of the light components is fully
relativistic. (4) Due to the simple form of the B-S wave functions of heavy mesons at
the leading order, the calculation of 0 ( 1 / M Q ) correction is not very difficult and can be
applied to heavy mesons of arbitrary spin-parity.

We have applied this formalism to the heavy meson spectra and decay rales of 1~ and
0+ heavy mesons as well as some lower excited states with the QCD-induced model. In
particular, the retardation effect of the gluon interaction has been taken into account in
the calculations to the 1/MQ order. The agreement with experimental data is good when
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they are available.
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